The primary benefit of multi-hop relaying comes from traffic load is light and the base station can effectively cover the reduction ofthe overall path loss between the source and the whole cell. In the high traffic load region, multi-hop rethe receiver and thus improving the Signal-to-Interferencelaying is most effective in reducing the outage probability plus-Noise-Ratio (SINR). This is especially important in while increasing the cell throughput.
Introduction
penalty for relaying is additional overhead due to transmissions of data over multiple hops and higher interference. A beyond 3G cellular system envisages ubiquitous Therefore, multi-hop relaying requires careful system debroadband wireless access with support for fixed, nomadic sign and network planning in order to obtain optimal benefit and fully mobile operations while offering a vast specin resource utilization and QoS-specific performance. trum of voice, video and data services. To achieve this, There have been extensive studies about the performance very high data rates with comprehensive Quality-of-Service analysis ofmulti-hop relaying in wireless cellular networks. (QoS) control mechanisms are necessary. However, unlike
In [1], a brief history and benefits of the relay concept, intraditional voice users, where uniform voice quality is excluding cooperative relaying, virtual antenna arrays, routing pected and delivered throughout the cell, data users experiand radio resource management, as well as an outlook to ence dramatically different data rates depending on where future research areas are presented. The authors in [4] anathey are in the cell [1] due to the fluctuation of the desired lyze the throughput enhancement for downlink cellular netsignal and interference. In addition, the proposed spectrum works and conclude that most of the performance gain can for next generation wireless broadband networks is located be obtained with two to three relay hops and it can be conwell above the 2 GHz band and the signal quality at the reverted into improvement of QoS. It is also noted that relayceiver is much more affected by the propagation loss, espeing not only increases throughput but also provides fairness cially in non-line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions. Increasing among users, since QoS is more equally distributed within respectively. We further assume a transmission frequency Other supported scheduling classes are Best-Effort Serof 3.5 GHz, system bandwidth Of 10 MHz and transmission vice (BE), used for applications without delay and rate' reureet (eg. we.rwig,an o-elTm power for both BS and RS of 47 dBm. The pathloss for each Polling Service (nrtPS), applied to services with guaranteed ln a epeetdi h olwn om minimal data rates and insensitive to delays [9] . Figure 5 . MCS usage in a cell with six relays Figure 7 . Number of voice calls vs. cell radius are randomly placed in the victim cell. The interference power is adjusted according to the traffic load. When relays much better SINR and are able to use higher MCSs than are used, they are located halfway between the BS and the in a conventional cell. In Figure 6 we compare the outage cell edge with equal spacing between relays. probability over the cell radius for a conventional cell and a Figure 4 shows the usage of different modulation cell with three and six relays, which are located at the half schemes versus the cell radius. The maximum PER is fixed of the cell radius from the BS. The maximum PER is fixed at 1 00, meaning that users operating at a higher PER eiat 1 00. The benefit of relays becomes more relevant as we ther switch to the next lower modulation scheme or are increase the cell coverage. Below the radius of 500m, there blocked (outage) if they already use the most robust MCS, is no noticeable effect of the use of relays on the outage which is QPSK 1/2. It is assumed that interfering cells probability. This is because the BS sufficiently covers the have 50 00 traffic load. As the cell radius increases and the whole cell by itself. In this region the use ofrelays increases corresponding SINR degrades, the number of users applythe maximum number of served users. This is known as the ing QPSK 1/2 rapidly grows. Starting from a cell radius throughput enhancement region.
of 500 m the outage probability begins to rise quickly as Figure 7 shows the average number of G.711 users for the cell is not completely covered by the BS anymore. The different cell sizes when the system traffic load is set at growing percentage of outage leads to a decline in the num-50 00. The average here is calculated according to the MCSs ber of served users.
distribution and corresponds to the most probable allocation Figure 5 also shows the usage of different modulation of users within the cell. For a single-hop system, users close schemes in a cell with six RSs for the same system conto the cell border are likely to be dropped and be replaced figuration. It can be seen that the most users experience by users closer to the BS. On the other hand, the coverage Max. PER (%)
Max. PER (%) Figure 9 . Max. number of voice calls in Figure 11 . Average R-value among users in a cell vs. PER threshold a cell vs. PER threshold area for a relay-assisted system is larger but two hops may When no relay is used, the higher value of allowable PER be used to serve far away users resulting in more consumed results in a substantially higher number of supported users. resources. As result a clear trade-off between capacity enHowever, the effect of changing the maximum PER is less hancement and coverage extension can be seen. This region evident when relaying is used because many users already is referred to as range extension.
use higher MCS via a relay and do not benefit from more It is now interesting to study how the choice ofmaximum aggressive MCS switching. In Figure 10 shows the aver-PER, which defines MCS switching points, impacts the usage number of VolP users per cell at different system traffic age of the different modulation schemes within the cell. In loads. The simulated results are obtained with a network Figure 8 , the usage of modulation schemes over maximum simulator considering all overhead and protocol signaling PER is depicted. Here, the cell size is fixed at 500 m resultin IEEE 802.16e.
ing in the outage probability of 3 %/. It is evident that a rise
Since the packet loss is one of the main factors that imofmaximum PER results in a decreased usage of QPSK 1/2 pact the transmitted voice quality, it is important to consider only while all other MCS are used more often.
voice quality changes when the MCS allocation becomes
The results of maximum VolP users over the range of more aggressive. The average R-value as a function of PER PER for a conventional cell as well as a relay-assisted cell threshold is illustrated in Figure I11 . 
